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Yugioh forbidden memories speedrun route

youtube.com/watch?... Yu-Gi-Oh! Prohibited memories | Speedrunning Guide [Completed 7/29/2015, edited 12/31/2016]Written by GFC_ --------------Resensity table--------------1. Beginnings1a. Optional Jono 1 Unlock2. World Competition3. Farm 23a. Isis Farming Tips3b. Mage soldier farming tips4.
Magicians 5. Last 66. Notes, tips and information7. Card drop/line explanation8. Useful Links9. Availability, then, interested in running Yu-Gi-Oh! Forbidden memories. Nice! Interest in this game has been growing very fast, so completing this guide has become a personal priority for me recently. I started
writing this at the end of 2013, but stopped after holding 2 stages because the interest in the game was at an all-time low. However, the last 12 hour speedrun challenge and recently run this game performed by Mergy in esa, PLUS the summer race I organized in full swing .... FM is more active than it has
ever been. Keep in mind that parts of this guide were created in 2013, so some irrelevant information may seem strange. Now that you're out of the way, let's go. First of all, if you haven't guessed watching either SSBMstuff, Elven, or even myself to run this game, it's almost entirely decided by RNG. RNG
stands for random number generator and how a game deals with randomness. RNG is the same as luck; good RNG means good luck and bad RNG is bad luck. If you plan to finish this game, you need a good RNG, period. But just because you get good RNG doesn't mean you know what to do with it.
Hell, you might not even know how good RNG looks in the game. That's why I'm writing this guide. ----------Syes [1.] ---------- the first part of the game (and it doesn't suck, does it?) on the title screen. The timing starts when the New Game comes in on the title screen and ends when the card won from
Nitemare appears (immediately after You WIN!). So you press the new game, type a name (usually only press X once to put in an A, then press start to make the cursor go directly towards the End, so you can continue). Something very important to this game and the thumb that holding space
automatically skips the text. However, to skip it is a little too slow for my taste. The quickest way to skip text is to hold the square and hold the square and hold the X mash. This scrolls the text as quickly as possible. When the game really starts, Simon Muran will talk to you. Keep holding space and
mashing X, even if the option is created so that he gives you to stay or run away (the cursor is already what we want). As the screen fades, you want to go to the store or whatever the fuck it's called in the bottom right corner. An interesting note when the screen fades when Simon talks to you and before it
fades into the area screen, you can move the cursor directly to the screen fades and select the shop (right once, down once) before the Fades. If you do this correctly, the animation that is played jumps out when you usually select an area. It's a few seconds faster, no big deal. Anyway, you're going to this
guy's house to see your deck. When you're there, choose Build Deck. What you're looking for in the starting deck. Running is a big factor. You need to start with at least raigeki and the following mounting cards: Beast FangsInvigorationDragon TreasureDark EnergyHorn of light If you board both, you can
begin the run. However, look through the deck. Notice how many, if any, dragons and thunder are there. These are the two most important types of cards; The more, the better. Usually when you go to the world record does not start when you do not have the raigeki, equip and have at least 1 dragon and 1
thunder. However, if the rest of the deck is good, it may be acceptable to start with just the two spells. The deck is still considered worthy without dragons or thunder. If you have an abundance of beast/pyro types or female/rock types, you can also be solid because these cards make useful early game
mergers. Use the verdict in choosing the board, but do not start without raigeki and can be used to equip, ever. -------------------------Selectable Jono 1 Unlock [1a.]------------------------- If you read this whole guide and decide who is trying another farm 1 spot, try Jono 1. You open him up by going to the
duel, skipping Teana's lines, watching the scenes, and fighting him and Seto 1. You can also farm Villager 3 (a new trend lately) if you want. After talking to Teana, instead of going out, talk to someone else. 3 is the old fuck. ----------------World Tournament [2.] ---------------- Now if you already have a good
deck, leave the screen and leave the store. Go back to the palace and Simon will gum up more. He's going to ask you if you want to duel. Reduce. Then he asks you to go up to your room. Accept. You can not just mash X here, you need to change the cursor here. Cutscenes game. Space and X-
mashing here. Some options are created, don't worry about them as the right option is already selected, so keep the mash. In the end, Heishin will fight tii. The Heishin duel is about losing as fast as we can. The game doesn't progress until you lose with it. So play the card face down and let him shit on it.
Then play another bad card and try to attack whatever you've been playing. You're going to do more damage. Let's keep going until you're dead. ¤¤If there are 1 dragon and 1 thunder on board, it is possible (but not at all likely) to defeat Heishin 1. If he plays weak cards (under 3,300) and happens to be
able to draw cards to get a two-headed Thunder Dragon and equip it, he could possibly win. The reason is that Heishin 1 can throw very useful early playing cards, such as Nekogal #2 or Mystical Sand. If you can beat him, you can only Fight it anyway. So all of a while, you have to lose. Just thought I'd
share that useful little info, though.¤¤ After you've lost your Heishin, you'll ask if you want to crush the puzzle. You're going to have to take the cursor down to say yes. After this many cutscenes to play. Just skip them as soon as possible. After all, you're going to be at the world competition. Save. Rex---
desired rank: A/S POWUseful Drops: Dragon Zombie, Crawling Dragon #2, Wicked Dragon with the Ersatz Head, Electric Snake, Oscillo Hero #2, Mountain, Beast Fangs (BCD POW)Watch out: Clown Zombie (1350 mite) Rex is a very simple guy to beat. Just use this duel to get used to early mergers.
1800 is the most common. Usually cards with 900 or more attacks are enough to beat Rex. Try A or S POW on it because you have a decent chance of winning some good cards. However, if you get BCD POW, you can win Beast Fangs. Winning Beast Fangs is absolutely incredible to happen on the run,
but rarely happens because the odds are so low. After defeating Rex in the campaign, save and go back to the title screen and choose Free Duel. This is now Farm 1 section. Choose rex and start beating him over and over again. I usually stop breeding Rex when I have 50 star chips. This allows you to
buy a dragon and an electric one. Once you've received 50, buy these two cards (check out the notesection of the codes) and continue your campaign. Weevil------ Desired Rank: A/S POWUseful Drops: Blackland Fire Dragon, Tripwire BeastWatch Out For: Jirai Gumo (2200 atk) Another simple duel.
There should be no question if you don't pull out the Jirai Gumo, in which case just try to do a twin head (after which Rex farming, you can definitely do it). Other good cards to start with or to beat the Gumo include Flame Cerberus on Mars or Cyber Soldier on Mars (for protection). You can play some
neptunes, but you'll be fine. Beat him, save him, keep going. Mai--- Desired Rank: A/S POWUseful Drops: Koumori Dragon, Darkfire Dragon, Bolt Escargot, The Immortal of Thunder, Invisible Wire (BCD)Watch Out For: Dark Elf (2000 atk) Again a simple duel. Don't let it fuse, it could be wrong. Flame
Cerberus and Mystic Sand shine here. Things like Garvas and B. Dragon Jungle King are usually enough. Hit him, save him. Bandit Keith------------ desired Rank: BCD POWUseful Drops: Dragon ZombieWatch Out For: Zoa (2600 atk) Bandit Keith can fuck over sometimes. Usually his cards are stronger
than the last people you fought. He can melt some dirty shit together. Take care of yourself, and you'll be fine. Again, 2000+ cards are what you want to try to throw out here. Beat him, and backup here is optional. After he beat Keith, you eat a scene with Shadi. Hold the mash and the duel begins. Shadi--
--- desired rank: BCD POWUseful Drops: Hero #2, Dragon Zombie, Yamatano Dragon Scroll, Lala Li-oon, Petit Dragon, Dragon, Umi, Beast FangsWatch Out For: Psychic Lappa Shadi is the ass, don't worry about it. Rarely will you play a card over 1000 atk. Hit him, save him and move on. Bakura------



desired rank: BCD POWUseful Drops: Time Wizard, UmiWatch Out For: Labyrinth Wall (3000 defense) Bakura launches the heavier duels. Don't let it melt if you can. Also, watch out for his Labyrinth Wall (0/3000). Play the twin-headed of the moon when you whip it sucks out. Also, try to equip it asap.
Another way to beat the wall is by fitting mystical sand (from Dark Energy or Invigoration) and playing on Saturn. Hit him, save him. Pegasus------- desired rank: BCD POWUseful Drops: Baby Dragon, Blackland Fire Dragon, Oscillo Hero #2, Yamatano Dragon Scroll, Petit Dragon, One-Eyed Shield
Dragon, Wicked Dragon of Ersatz Head, Dragon Treasure, Umi, Acid TrapWatch HoleWatch Out For: Meteor B. Dragon (3500 mite) Pegasus is an asshole. Learn that now. The normal mode is bickuribox and meteor dragon. If you play MBD and you don't have Raigeki in your hand, it's probably faster to
kill yourself and try again. The twin head is enough to defeat him. If you play venus on defense, it will be illusionist Faceless Mage (2,200 defenses). To beat it, you must either raigeki or a card 1800 or better the Moon (Queen of Autumn Leaves, Metal Dragon). Another way to kill to play a weak card in
defense is to use Pegasus switches it to attack mode. Pegasus can't be faked. Hit him, save him, move on. Isis---- desired rank: BCD POWUseful Drops: Baby Dragon, Blackland Fire Dragon, Yamatano Dragon Scroll, One-Eyed Shield Dragon, Wicked Dragon of Ersatz Head, Dragon Treasure, Umi,
Spiked Seadra, Widespread RuinWatch Out For: Black Skull Dragon (3200 atk) Isis can easily beat you until you can send a pluto monster 1800+ attack. The only thing that can screw up is the Black Skull Dragon or the Twin-Headed Thunder Dragon. Besides, Isis shouldn't be that hard. Watch out for his
spells. He plays Swords revealing light, which prevents the attacker from three turns. Normally, he spams this and crosses me. That's why you're trying to kill him as fast as you can. Keep in mind that cards like Kaminari Attack and Dice Armadillo can be useful here as they are pluto. Nothing he plays in
defense, there won't be more than 2,100 defenses. Hit him, save him. Kaiba----- desired Rank: BCD POWUseful Drops: Baby Dragon, Blackland Fire Dragon, Yamatano Dragon Scroll, Petit Dragon, One-Eyed Shield Dragon, Wicked Dragon at Ersatz Head, Dragon Capture Jar, Spiked Seadra, Acid Trap
HoleWatch Out For: Blue Eyes White Dragon (3000 atk) Kaiba is pretty easy than the others, usually anyway. She often plays blue-eyed to make her a slut. However, if you don't play it, you won't have a problem beating it. If you let him, merge, you may need to I was driving or a Purple Sunbird. If he
plays Blue Eyes, try to draw two headed equip/umi. Also, Mystical Sands is an equip can help you here like Mercury. Once you beat Kaiba, it's the end of the world competition. Woop, it's not my fault. All right, it's time to keep playing this fucking game. World Competition (or WT) after watching some
cutscenes. Then you'll be at a small ruin. It leads us to the otherworldly map thing, twice to the left, to be in King's Valley. You're going to talk to someone, and then you're going to have a few options. Select the second one. Then you'll go back to the otherworldly map. When you're back there, go right
twice and click on the main plaza sub-area. There, go to the old duels cause (bottom left). You talk to Jono, and he'll take you to the Hidden Duel Estate. Do not spam for too long or you will accidentally duel with him. Usually only spam space and X until it says: A... Would you like to have a duel? It beats
just mingling around here because after the last dialogue box you get the opportunity to duel him. Go all the way down to leave. Then go back to the hidden duel area and choose card shop. Save. Leave the card store and go to the palace (once left). Spam space and x, and you can fight Mage Soldier.
Mage Soldier------------ Desired Rank: BCD POWUseful Drop: Koumori Dragon, Darkfire Dragon, Tripwire Beast, Dark EnergyWatch Out For: Jirai Gumo (2200 mite) Mage Soldier is like post world tournament Shadi. That means it's unusually easy where you end up in the game. He doesn't play cards as
hard until he gets jirai gumo, it should be easy. If so, just do a Twin Headed or play some 1800atk on Mars. He's easy to beat, he likes to play Neptune and Jupiter. You're going to beat him, and you're going to get a map. Go back to the card store and save. Now back to the main menu of the game, so
you can free duel people. ------Farm 2 [3.] ------ Well, all the interesting shit about running is over for a while. It's time to relax. That's what most of the time is, easily, throughout the run. In article 2 of the economy, the following shall be replaced by the following Basically, we have to win good cards to
continue to improve in the game. If you try to miss this farm phase you won't beat the game. Enemies beyond this point are not idiots. They're going to fuck me. So we have to be prepared for this. The two main people we're going to manage in a free duel are Isis and Mage Soldier. We're doing this
because they have cards we need. The strategy for this type of run is to rotate the deck around the Twin Headed Thunder Dragon. You want dragons and thunder. However, even with these things, twinheads are only 2800atk. Although it was enough to get to this point, that didn't help later. That's why we
manage these two people. They're throwing down the equipment. Equips things, you put the cards to the power of them. Using turns on the card to 500atk and and is to make the cards last. Five we want to equip, as shown at the beginning of the guide. The recap, they are: Horn of LightInvigorationBeast
FangsDark EnergyDragon Treasure The two equipers that are easiest to win are Dark Energy and Dragon Treasure. Mage soldier drops dark energy and Isis drops Dragon Treasure. This is the main reason we manage these two people. Isis is the person you want to farm the most, however. Along with
DT, Isis will be the place where you get most of your dragons. He drops a wide variety of dragons, and often. Not only does he drop DT and dragons, but he also drops widespread Ruin. The widespread rom (or WSR) is a trap card that destroys any offensive card, no matter how powerful it is. You place it
and whatever the next monster is to try attacking you to be killed. Whether it's a Shadow Hare or a Blue Eye Ultimate Dragon, he's going to kill her. That's why this card is so useful. He's got the same chance of fall as dragon treasure. Making a WSR is extremely useful, but only if you have one or two
extra equipment to put it back. Although killing every monster you want is glamorous and great, it only kills one monster and the last 6 plays monsters over 3K continuously. That's why it still needs to be equipped. WSR is an extreme advantage when combined with arming devices, but only a quarter are
so useful when you're alone. It's been a good time for me to explain the drop rate in this game. Every man you fight has a list of cards to drop. These drop a list of cards if you get an A-POW or S-POW, and another list if you get a B-POW, C-POW, or D-POW. AS-POW and BCD-POW each have their own
drop list. So are AS-TEC and BCD-TEC. Every card has its own chance of fall. Everything is odd at number 2048. That means, say, Dragon Treasure has a 32/2048 chance of being lost. So if someone says: Wow, that card is a 10, holy fuck!, that means that the card has a chance on 10/2048 for
dropping. The hard cards that we want are Dragon Treasure (32/2048), Dark Energy (50/2048), and The Widespread Ruin (32/2048). While it may seem the most logical to just be holding on to Dark Energy since, well sucks that the best chance, it's not the best idea. Although winning Dark Energy from
Mage Soldier is more likely to fall than isis's DT, Mage Soldier doesn't drop much else. In fact, mage soldier drops diddly dick, except for DE. When you fight Isis, you have a chance to win DT, WSR, dragons, or even Umi. Umi is a field card that changes the field ocean. Ocean is the most useful area to
play because it turns on the THTD. The ocean operates lightning and water types. This is why it is so useful; it might its shit up but not its Usually. It also powers down Pyro and machines. Umi is extremely good to be in the last 6 and almost necessary. If you can't win it, win it, before purchase, farm 2. It
only costs 55 stars. The code will be in the notes section at the bottom of this guide. So, how do you know when you're ready for the rest of the game? That's for you to judge. You want to have a lot of dragons, a lot of thunder (buy them, codes in the Notes section), and some equips/widespread. If you
don't win at least one outfit, don't bother to move on. If you win only one piece of equipment, that means you only have 2 equipment overall. Normally, when you finish the game only 2 equips you are considered really lucky. The magic number of total equips usually three. If you manage to get three equip
and a decent amount of dragons and thunder, you'll probably move on. This helps the TON to more equips and helps the TON win WSR. Consider all this before proceeding. Now I'm going to give Isis and Mage Soldier some useful farming tips. Keep in mind that both men want to have a B, C, or D-POW
in each duel. ¤Get easy B-ranks by having 27 or fewer cards left and fuse 5 times during the duel. Instead of a fuse, you can use a magic card or equip.¤¤¤ -----------------Isis Farming Tips [3a.]----------------- As you read the WT, playing things from Pluto to Isis pretty much him. Good fusions of Flame
Cerberus (beast type and pryo), Garvas (beast and winged fairy), THTD, Skelegon (1600 + Dragon and Zombie) and anything else you can do. If you can make a 1800atk monster from Pluto, you can usually win that duel. -------------------------Mage Soldier Farming Tips [3b.]------------------------- Mage
Soldier is kind of a joke. Pluto works well on it because it plays a lot of Neptune. Sometimes Mars is good to play Jupiter. Your cards are very weak as long as you like a 1600 fusion you have to win. Less than 1600 is enough time. Use your judgment; He's not tough. The reason you want to get bcd-pow
on these two people is because that's the rank where their magic cards fall off. DE, DT, WSR, Umi, every drop in bcd-pow rankings. So how quickly and efficiently do you get BCD-POW? Let me explain first how the ranking system works. The most important thing you want is to waste cards. You need to
have a card number below 28. 27 cards and below is what you need to have left. If you are already below 28 cards, the game will look at other factors to determine your rank. It can't be under 28 cards. You also need to either damage or use your magic. So, either you have 27 or fewer cards left and you
hurt yourself, or you get hurt, or you have 27 or fewer cards left, and you use your magic card or fuse 5 times during the duel. Either way, there are fewer than 28 cards left. After you have 27 cards or fewer left and you have either suffered damage, you can cast magic or rank is B, C or D. That's what you
want about Isis and Mage Soldier. Soldier. doing it and you'll keep getting BCD. So, a lot of people probably heard or know that Meadow Mage drops some useful. For those of you who are new to all forbidden memories, Meadow Mage is the low core you fight for when you go to the Meadow Sanctuary.
Meadow Mage drops the most powerful card in the game, Meteor B. Dragon. Meteor B. Dragon (or MBD) is 3500atk. It's also the guardian star Sun. This means MBD played Sun beats the Gate Guardian (3750atk). Farming Meadow mage yields other useful dragon drops. However, farming Meadow
Mage is indeed inconsistent. First, the winner mbd is only a 20/2048. Secondly, after MBD is not an automatic win. If you draw it, it's wonderful how it is. If you don't, you're going to be sore. Third, in order to win you need to have A or S-POW meadow image. It's as hard as fuck to do it consistently. That's
why you shouldn't farm MBD really ever. The only time you need to have time left is after you beat all the high mages, and you're already good at equips and WSR, or if you're in a tournament. DO NOT use it as the main layer. It's not going to end well. Also, you can hear a lot of talk about the-tecs. A-
TEC is a specific rank that has its own drops. For running, it's useful for a-tec Pegasus. For more information on doing your-tecs in the new, faster way, check the Useful Links area in this guide. So your farm phase is over. Yahoo!!!!!!!!!!! -----Mages [4.] ----- you've come this far, do a good job! The deck is
ready to proceed. Go back to the King's Valley and give him the map. You can keep spam square and X and Seto will appear. He's going to talk, and then he's going to leave. As soon as he leaves, so do you. Go back to the Card Store and save. You can do the following magicians in any order. However,
after defeating the two fields, you have to fight Seto 2. I'm going to list these in the order I do them, for my own sanity. Meadow Mage----------- desired rank: SA-POW POWUseful Drops: Dark Mage, Gaia the Fierce Knight, Curse of Dragon, Komouri Dragon, Blackland Fire Dragon, Crawling Dragon, Metal
Dragon, Kaminari Attack, Skull Knight, Meteor Dragon, Meteor B. DragonWatch Out For: Millennium Shield (3000 def) Meadow Mage can add a lot of problems, especially in the campaign. Many of his cards are 2300+ . The only real way to beat him is with THTD. But here's the catch. He can play Judge
Man (2700 for the Sun) and Empress Judge (2600 Urnaus). So basically, what kind of guard star you put in the THTD also matters. Technically, it's smarter to play the THTD on Pluto, as there are fewer cards that can kill Uranus than there are in the Sun. However, if you have two THTD, there is one for
each guardian star. Just to cover all bases. Also, Nekogal #2 useful fusion here since it's powered up by Sogen. High Mage Kepura---------------- desired rank: SA-POWUseful Drops: Some Dragons Including B. Dragon Jungle KingWatch Out For: Gate (3,750 atk, 4,250 in meadow field) field) one of the
two heavy high mages. He can play Gate Guardian, which is even stronger due to the Meadow field being the default (4250). If Kepura does not begin Gate Guardian (GG), then you can start with B. Skull Dragon (3200). Depending on what you do, using umi or mountain can be a great choice. Drawing
equiper is likely to be needed. However, if he doesn't play GG or BSD, he's actually very simple and can kill a simple THTD. Play in Pluto, on the road to safety in Seiyaryu (2500 days). Ocean Mage---------- Desired Rank: SA-POWUseful Drop: Oscillo Hero #2, Kairyu-Shin, Dragon Zombie, Yamatano
Dragon Scroll, Petit Dragon, Kaminarikozou, Lala Lioon, Aqua Dragon, Sea King DragonWatch Out For: None really Ocean Mage light. Make a twin head and you win. In fact, even things like The Kaminari Attack will work. You can play Boulder Torturous, but THTD on Pluto or moon beats that anyway.
It's an easy duel. High Mage Secmeton------------------- desired rank: SA-POWUseful Drops: Kairyu-Shin, Labyrinth Wall, Thunder Dragon, Parrot DragonWatch Out For: Crab Turtle (2550 atk, 3050 on the ocean) Again, Secmeton light. Play with your first twin headed to the moon because you can play
maze wall. Besides, he doesn't have anything that can kill a twin head. It's an easy win. After fighting the two magicians, I usually decided to go after Seto in the next 2. Seto 2. is an optional fight for forbidden memories that our speedrunners choose to do because by beating him, you no longer have to
fight Labyrinth Mage later in the game before the last 6. Seto 2. That's why we're always fighting Seto 2. So, after fighting between 2 and 4 mages (for the magician's sake I use it you don't have to replicate; everyone can do what they want, and that's very little if any difference. However, you have to fight
seto 2, having already beaten 2 tall mages, but before you beat them. If you beat them all you will be locked in the last 7) you want to go back duel and obviously save. You can then re-enter and instead of clicking on the card shop option, click on the duel basis option. This will lead us to the Labyrinth
Mage. Maze Mage-------------- Desired Rank: SA-POWUseful Drop: Many smaller dragons and thunder, but mostly Stone D., Thunder Dragon, Dragon Zombie, and Twin-Headed Thunder DragonWatch Out For: Gate Guardian (3750 mite) Maze Mage, although he can play GG, is usually not an issue. If
he does not play GG, he will lose very well if he does not draw the right combination of raigeki, Umi or equips. However, if you don't play GG, a normal THTD will be well enough to beat him. After defeating The Labyrinth Mage, you need to navigate a maze with a series of left or right choices. The order is
right, right, left, right. Then seto 2. Seto 2. -------- desired rank: SA-POWUseful Drop: A dragons, most notably B. Dragon Jungle King and THTD. Also Drop Zoa.Watch Out For: Gate Guardian (3750 atk) Seto 2. In addition to Gate Guardian, he likes to play black glamour (3,000 mites) and blue eyes white
dragons (3,000 mites). If he's not playing at GG, he'll probably need either an equip or umi to win. Keep the THTD in Pluto to avoid accidental fuckage with a BEWD. After Seto 2. Again, in my own sanity, I continue to list them in the order I did them. Forest Mage----------- desired rank: SA-POWUseful
Drop: Some low-level dragons and thunder Be careful: Nothing important Very easy duel. It plays a lot of Jupiters, so Mars is strong here (flame cerberus). THTD will be a win here. High Mage Anubisius------------------- Desired Rank: SA-POWUseful Drops: Blackland Fire Dragon, Tripwire BeastWatch
Out For: Perfectly Ultimate Great Moth (3,500 atk, 4,000 in the Forest) The last very difficult duel before the last 6. Plays Perfectly Ultimate Great Moth (or PUGM). Beating the PUGM can be difficult. Again, you need the right combination of umi/equips or just raigeki/widespread away. Other than that, he
also can play a normal large moth (3100 mites on woods). He also has Javelin Beetle (2950 atk in the Forest). However much time a normal THTD will be enough to beat him. Mountain Mage------------- desired rank: SA-POWUseful Drop: Crawling Dragon, Mountain, Kaminari Attack, Metal Dragon,
Meteor Dragon, Skull Knight, Meteor B. DragonWatch Out For: Nothing Important Another Easy Duel. Montain automatically turns on the dragons, which means this guy is very simple. THTD is an instant win. High Mage Atenza---------------- Desired Rank: SA-POWUseful Drop: Some low-level dragons
and thunder, Harpy Pet Dragon (rip toto) Watch out: B. Skull Dragon This is another simple high core. THTD is usually enough to win. However, sometimes you can play BSD, so watch out for that. Remember game Umi here will keep the THTD powered up and removes 500 attacks from black skull. Also,
this guy can play MBD. It's extremely rare, but it's possible. However, most of the time the THTD will beat him. Play the THTD on Pluto here. Desert Mage----------- Desired Rank: SA-POWUseful Drops: Some Low-Level Dragons and ThundersWatch Out For: Labyrinth Wall (3000 def, 3500 in the
Wasteland) Desert mage is extremely simple. He plays a lot of Uranus cards so he can hold the THTD on the moon. Also, remember stone types and zombie types are powered up here, so cards like Mystical Sands and Stone D. might come in handy if you can't get the THTD yet. Watch out for the wall,
play Umi or Mountain if this happens or just raigeki it. High Mage Martis---------------- desired rank: SA-POWUseful Drop: Some low level and Thunder, ZoaWatch Out For: Labyrinth Wall (3000 def, 3500 in the Wasteland) The THTD of the moon wins here. If he plays on the wall, Umi or Mountain, or
Raigeki is your best friend. The simplest tall core by far. -------Final 6 [5.] ------- Wow, I never thought I'd finally get here! But these are the last 6 parts of the guide. Congratulations on coming this far in the game. At any given moment, you will be roughly 20 minutes away from completing this game if you
are lucky. But it's definitely not going to be easy. If you don't know much about this game, you might be wondering if you wait.... He said Farm 2 was taking so long. Why farm so long when a simple THTD is enough to beat most magicians? The answer is here; in the last 6 months, the following shall be
replaced by the following: These are the duels you've prepared for the whole run. The duels have to reset the deck at the beginning in order to get more lives. These duels are tough, unforgeable, and (most of the best part) all in a row without saving! Isn't that exciting?! Yes! Anyway, it's time to start them.
This is where the knowledge of the game really shines. I will try to load this guide with useful tips for each guide. Good luck to you. After you beat all the mage, Seto talks to you. Go back and save. Then enter the Mighty Sanctuary (right in front of the main city area that you've been going back to save,
and such). After some dialogue, it's time to fight for the first of the last 6: Guardian Wounds. Guardian Wounds-------------- Desired Rank: Just winUseful Drops: No longer importantSee: Zoa, Metalzoa, etc. The Wounds are the first of the last 6. Let me start by saying that for every last 6 duels, the normal
mode (and for later people, an EASY mode) will be cards over 3,000 attacks. Expect it all the time. As far as the wounds go, you can either make a 3300 using equip or help Umi win. Keep the THTD on hold here as the shields and walls will be thrown often. Other than that, not much to say other than if
you cannot make a 3300 you will be very likely to lose. MBD (if you have one) is an instant win here, put it on the day and you're good to go. Also, if you have a Skull Knight, that is also an immediate victory here (play neptune in the event of a faceless core). Guardian Neku------------- Desired Rank: Just
winUseful Drops: No longer importantReat: Skull Knight, Dark Magician, Zoa, Metalzoa, etc. Neku's pretty good at screwing you over. When you play Umi on it he almost always play Yami to get the field back into the dark. For this reason, it is necessary to focus on drawing a mount rather than umi. Neku
is also known to fuse two Yami together and throw cards like Skull Knight and Dark Magician (yami + yami makes dark energy that equips these monsters). If you have an MBD, be sure to play on Mars, not sun! He has powerful cards that have Mercury (like Skull Knight), which you are over. Other than
that, there's no other real strategy here. Heishin 2. ----------- Desired Rank: Just winUseful Drop: No longer importantSy see: Gate Guardian, Meteor B. Dragon Ahhh .... time to write Heishin 2. In many ways, he is arguably the hardest duelist in the last 6 given his style of play. He plays GG a lot. If you play
Umi first or any, however, many times he will equip the Gate Guardian or MBD or something very powerful. But not just any equip! He plays megamorphs on them to turn them on by 1,000 instead of 500. So you play umi a lot, they get you killed. But on Heishin, it's a risk you have to take. Try the hardest
to get the 3800 in any way possible. Sometimes you can't, and you lose. Other times, then, but then he plays with a 4750 GG and kills you. Other times, you make it, but it's too late and he raigeki you. It's not much fun. Also, Heishin is both a fake trap and widespread Ruin. Most of the time it's a WSR.
Never trap your strongest monster unless you're prepared for that monster to die. So, yes, that's all I know about Heishin. You need nice touches. Period. Seto 3. -------- desired rank: Just winUseful Drop: No longer importantSy see: Blue Eyes Ultimate Dragon (4500 attack!) It's a day... it's a final! I'm sure
if you've watched mTA runs somewhere in the run you've heard those words. Seto loves to play Blue Eyes Ultimate Dragon. If so, and there is neither Raigeki, Dragon Capture Jar, or widespread Ruin down, you have quite a lot to lose. Seto is like a straighter Heishin. Instead of playing with his food like
Heishin, Seto cuts the and kills me fast. If Seto plays the Gate Guardian, it is considered a simple mode. Yes, the 3750 is considered one of the weaker cards and one of the better things to play. Seto likes to lay spells and traps (always widespread ruin on the road). Keep it and hope for Raigeki when he
brings you the final support. If it's not a final, you can keep him until you can make the 3800 and then kill him as fast as possible. If you win and you have one widely spread in your hand, use the widespread!!!! Don't give him the change to play a random BEUD because he will! Get ready to play it safe.
Getting past seto is getting past the biggest and most notorious wall in the entire video game. If we make it, congratulations, but we're not done yet. Darknite-------- Desired Rank: Just winUseful Drops: No longer importantSy see: Meteor B. Dragon Fortunately, we get a break here darknite. There is no
Gate Guardian to worry about and no Blue Eyes Ultimate to worry about. Nice! Well, you can still lose here. A lot of people do. He likes to start with Cosmo Queen (2,900 on Venus). Fortunately, you can beat those who have a normal twin head! If there's nothing else you can do on the first corner, your
twin sister. twin sister. and keep it in attack mode. However, he also plays Black Skull Dragon, Blue Eyes White Dragon, and unfortunately Meteor B. Dragon. In these cases, equip / umi will have to save us again. By the way, Darknite is a LOOOOOOOOOOT with various magic and trap cards. If he is
playing a trap, he may not activate your attacking the monsters. There are traps you don't have to worry about. He is not widespread too, as well as The False Trap. A real kicker is that he reverse traps, which makes it so the equip removes 500 attack points from the monster instead of adding them. Be
very careful when you start layering down spells. He likes to play Mountain, too. He can also megamorph monsters, although this is not very common. Once you beat him, congratulations. It's time for the last duel. Nitemare-------- desired rank: Just winUseful Drop: No Longer ImportantWatch Out For: Blue
Eyes Ultimate Dragon, Gate Guardian, Meteor B. Dragon, Perfectly Ultimate Great Moth Ah yes, Nitemare. The ultimate dream crusher. Winning means you're done, losing means going back to The Wounds. There's a lot at stake, huh? Nitemare likes beud here. And catch him that he has 0 (yes, totally
zero) spells on board. He will play a monster in each turn. There's no stalling here. If you can't beat what you're playing in the first 2 rounds, you're very likely to lose. You need either a simple mode or very good draws to win. Nitemare will kill you faster than anyone else in the game. Good luck to you. If
you win, congratulations on the completed run! Nice! Your run is over. And luckily my hands/fingers, so this guide! Huzzah, i'm sorry. (Just kidding, I actually have to write out the tips section, notes section, and put the finishing touches on it, so fuck) ----------------------------------Notes, tips, and misc.
Information [6.] ---------------------------------- Abbreviations used in this guide and around the community: FM - Forbidden MemoriesDE - Dark EnergyDT - Dragon TreasureWSR - Widespread RuinBSD - B. Skull DragonMBD - Meteor B. Dragonsk - Skull KnightPUGM - Perfectly Ultimate Great MothGG -
Gate GuardianBEWD - Blue Eyes White DragonBEUD - Blue Eyes Ultimate DragonInvig - InvigorationMM - MegamorphHPD - Harpies Pet DragonHFD - Harpies Feather DusterATH - Acid Trap HoleBC - Bright CastleWT - World TournamentTHTD - Twin-Headed Dragon Thunder Starchip passwords that
are useful: Thunders--------Lala Li-Oon - 600/ 600 - 09430387 - Costs 25Mega Thunderball - 750/ 600 - 21817254 - Costs 30Kaminarikozou - 700/ 600 - 15510988 - Costs 3 0Oscillo Hero #2 - 1000/ 500 - 27324313 - Costs 30Electric Lizard - 850/ 800 - 55875323 - Costs 35Electric Snake - 800/ 900 -
11324436 - Costs 40Bolt Penguin - 1100/800 - 48531733 - Costs 50 Dragons-------Yamatano Dragon Scroll - 900 / 300 - - Costs 25Petit Dragon - 600/ 700 - 75356564 - Costs 30Wicked Dragon at Ersatz Head - 900/ 900 - - - Costs 45One-eyed Shield Dragon - 700/1300 - 33064647 - Costs 55Lesser
Dragon - 1200/1000 - 55444629 - Costs 70Blackland Fire Dragon - 1500/ 800 - 87564352 - Costs 80 Magic Umi------ 22702055 - Costs 55Mountain - 50913601 - Costs 55Cursebraker - 69666645 - Costs 10Sparks - 76103675 - Costs 10 -------------------------Card Drop / Ranks Explanation [7.] ----------------
--------- So, maybe, wondering what this whole 2048 nonsense is. Well, that's how it works. What cards you get are selected from the pool of possible cards to rank. For reference: S-POW and A-POW droplets are identical. B-POW, C-POW, D-POW, D-TEC, C-TEC, and B-TEC have the same drops.
Drops S-TEC and A-TEC. So if you get an A-POW from someone, you can take cards out of the SA-POW pool with available drops to the duelist you have. Probability is a fraction. It's always out (or over) by 2048. A particular card (for example, Meteor B. Dragon) can be called 20. This means that the
card's 20/2048 chance is reduced, or a 0.00976% chance. That's how you define how rare something is. So when we say DT a 32 means that there is a 32/2048 chance of decreasing. ------------Useful links [8]] ------------ A-TEC tutorial - card overview / Counter (created by xxMergyxx) - Tools (including
Duel Rank Calculator, Split icons, Tea 1.6 [used in database drop lists, mergers, etc.], and text file card passwords) - leaderboards - explanation of manipulation (allows you to control your opponent that does not play magic cards) - Glitch Explaination - (popular split program) - (open source streaming
program) - (free or paid streaming software) - Passwords full list - Droplist (original theme) - Equip Guide - Duel Rank (original theme) - Server (The Runners FM) - Server (For me and viewers of my stream) - ------------------------------Syes information [9]------------------------------ Discord Username -
GFC_#4075Twitch Username - GFC_Twitter Username - @gfc_srl Guide created by twitch.tv/GFC_. If you have any questions, feel free to contact there. There.
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